Worldview Rethink

LEADER’S GUIDE
A Worldview Rethink Leader’s Guide is ideal for any
believer who wishes to teach another through a creationto-the-cross approach to the gospel. This guide gives the
leader a wealth of insight, visual aid helps and beneficial
suggestions built upon decades of experience.

Appropriate for these audiences:

Included is an Interactive DVD which adds a whole
new dimension to the content found in one of our two
available options: All that the Prophets have Spoken and
The Stranger on the Road to Emmaus. Once a leader
has determined which worldview option is best suited
to his listener, he can become better equipped with this
Leader’s Guide to communicate the gospel message.

• Adults & teens: Understood by children as
young as ten, but geared for adults and teens.
• Depending on the audience’s worldview,
you may choose the All the Prophets edition
ideal for those from an Islamic cultural
background or The Stranger edition ideal
for those who come from a background
influenced by Christianity.

Details:
For prices, please check our web stores:
Australia
Canada
USA
UK

au.goodseed.com
ca.goodseed.com
us.goodseed.com
uk.goodseed.com

Also Available: Worldview Rethink Curriculum
Box, Leader’s Guide with four training
DVDs, Basic ToolBox, Intermediate ToolBox,
Advanced ToolBox

Features:
Thoroughly biblical: Students directly connect with
hundreds of Bible verses from creation to Christ.
Proven method: The method is solidly biblical,
built on four common-sense principles of learning
used in school and university classrooms every day.
Highly visual: Visual aids and video clips bring
the course to life, increasing comprehension and
retention. There is no time to be bored!
Easy to use: You don’t need to be a teacher to lead
Worldview Rethink. It enables both the gifted teacher
and the non-teacher full expression of their God-given
abilities. Just follow the “self-learn” instructions.
Sensitive to participant: The course is objective—
there is no arm-twisting. The emphasis is on students
gaining a clear understanding of the gospel.
Adaptable, flexible: Size and venue can vary, from
one-on-one in a home to hundreds in a church.

Includes:

• Leader’s Guide
• Interactive DVD
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